Review the short o sound (o/ox).

This booklet teaches short o words ending with _ox, _oss, _om, _od, and _odd.

Review sight words a, A, was, as, and has.
A hat was on a cat.

Tom was on a cot.

A hat was on a cat.

Tom was on a cot.
A cat sat on a mat.

A cat got on a box.

A cat sat on a mat.

A cat got on a box.
ox

box

fox

Jan has a box.

Jan can hop on a box.

Jan has a box.

Jan can hop on a box.
Mom can mop.

Mom has a wok.

Mom can mop.

Mom has a wok.
Bob has a box.

Sad, sad, Tom!

Bob has a box.

Sad, sad, Tom!
Ross has a rod.

Jan has pox.

A man has an ox.

Jan has pox.

Ross has a rod.

A man has an ox.
A fox got on a box.

A fox got on a box.

odd

pod

odd

pod
Mom was mad.
Dad was sad.

Moss was on a log.

Mom was mad.
Dad was sad.

Moss was on a log.
Mom

Tom

Mom has a box.

Tom has a pot.

Mom

Tom

Mom has a box.

Tom has a pot.